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14 years on and still pumping
By Glenn Harvey - SolarPeak
SOLAR THERMAL

In the past 14 years we have designed so
many interesting solar thermal applications
including:
Preheats for gas and electric water heating
systems, dairy shed retrofits and new shed
designs, swimming pool heat exchange
systems, commercial spa pool designs, a
prison laundry gas preheat for 8000 litres
per day, radiator and wetback solar
combinations for high and low pressure.
SolarPeak pioneered and indeed
engineered best practice for Heat pipe
evacuated tube solar water heating
systems in New Zealand.This is only
possible because we have qualified
installers that understand both
performance and long term reliability.
Every week our powerful - durable
SolarPeak water heaters are installed
somewhere in New Zealand on one project
or another to slash power bills.
SOLAR ELECTRIC
SolarPeak have over the past 2 years
researched and confirmed a grid tied solar
electric system to compliment our existing
product.
We have already installed many systems
including combo thermal AC PV systems
together and we see this as a growing
part of our business. We have the best
product on the market at a competitive
price. Some of our agents have already
strong interest for this product with firm
orders and sales.
ACCREDITATION 2014
The solar association of New Zealand will
enforce new accreditation requirements
which includes a more customer focused
quality structure known as the CAS. Failure
to become an accredited supplier, retailer
or installer, will lead to removal from the
new Solar association website funded by
EECA. This new model will focus the
industry in a more professional way with
proven methods for different solar
applications integral to accreditation.
THE FUTURE
We have seen our Government selling
shares in energy companies and indeed
noticed fossil and conventional energy
share prices tumble in the USA as solar
installations increase. SolarPeak’s future
is huge with New Zealand customers
hungry for quality, performance and
reliability.
GOOD STUFF!
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